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Welcome

This month we have part 1 of a 2-part series on VHF/UHF “Eggbeater” antenna’s for satellite work, after
checking out Martin Lynch’s site at a cost of over £650, I thought this would be an ideal substitute at a more
affordable price.

It’s James’ (M0JCQ) turn this month to tell us a little about himself.

With the last HF contest having taken part on the 29th of November, we have to wait till next month (January)
for them to start again where there are just 3 AFS contests to whet your appetite and start the HF season off
again, VHF has 13 contests in December.

Unfortunately the demonstration of SDR didn’t go to plan, however, I’m working on building a video at home to
put up onto the club site to cover the subject.

Wishing you all seasons greetings.

Bryan M0IHY
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Chairman's Ramble

I am writing this on the 27th of November, when its pretty wild outside. Wind and driving rain at the moment,
and just being thankful that the weather was not like this two weeks ago when we ran the topband contest
from Ashley Green. 

I’m not sure what the residents would have made about mysterious lights moving around when the antenna
was put up and taken down, though there have been no reports of UFO’s as far as I know,  and at one point,
while we were on CW, there were blue lights outside, which turned out to be an ambulance, nothing to do with
me being on the key this time.
 
It was a successful evening and many thanks to all those who helped and supported.  At the moment, with the
topband results in, the Chesham and NRC combination is lying third in the overall affiliated societies
standings, just ahead of the Bristol club who have a much larger membership, quite an achievement folks. 

I also ended the month by buying a new handheld for 144/432 MHz, which I will be exercising in December,
(from home).  Its something I have been meaning to do for a while, but made the most of a trip to Moonraker,
(I suppose I need to add that other suppliers are available), to get my hands on one, rather than buy over the
Internet, my old one could still be used to keep my hands warm while transmitting though. 

Many thanks also for Malcolm for setting the quiz questions for an enjoyable meeting with Aylesbury, and to
Bryan for his talk on SDR. Also to Guy and Malcolm for setting up Zoom connections for both meetings. I don’t
think we’ll try that for the Christmas get-together though, it could be embarrassing, and not good viewing. 

As we reach the end of another strange year, I want to thank everyone for putting the club in a healthy and
active position. Good attendance and participation at meetings has made the job of the committee much
easier. We have had guests to speak, talks from members and have been able to use online resources. 

We have taken part in both VHF and SSB field-days and were back at Brill again this year. We have taken
part with NRC in both the monthly UKAC contests and the affiliated societies series, again punching above
our weight. 

All this is thanks to the members. Also thanks to my fellow members of the committee. 

I suppose its a bit early, as I hope to see in person or speak on the air to all beforehand, I guess I can take the
opportunity of wishing everyone a great Christmas and New Year. 

73, Jeremy, G3XZG. 

Editor's Muse

With the evenings drawing in I decided to give my take on the digital interface a go, I ordered the parts I
needed and set about building it in a modular fashion, I take no credit for the article as it’s an one I saw on the
Internet, due credit will be given to the website in my write up next month, to say the least, I was pleasantly
surprised with the outcome, securing a QSO and capturing it on camera for next months newsletter.

Radio-wise I’ve been very quiet these last few months, what with the newsletter and Air Miles I find myself
being kept quite busy!  The new year will see changes to Air Miles, tighter control over the possible QSO’s in a
month and leaning a little towards QRP in the scoring, hopefully it might encourage a few of you to at least
give it a try.

As it’s coming up to the festive season I found a nice little ditty on the Internet regarding Christmas and Ham
radio.

Bryan M0IHY
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Getting to know you

M0JCQ

My first encounter was with Shortwave radio. I remember it so clearly, I was about 7 and my dad had taken
me night fishing on the coast of Devon. While walking back up the hill to the car at 11pm, we stopped to catch
our breath (the hill is nick-named ‘Cardiac Hill’!). My dad got out his small shortwave radio and tuned in a
station playing Indian music. It was quite frankly the most exotic thing I’d ever heard and inspired so much
interest in me. This single moment is probably what put me on the course to both become a licensed ham, but
also my love of travel (and yes, I have been to India since!). At that point I couldn’t fathom how this music was
arriving from India to me; perched in the dark, overlooking the sea in Devon.

After this I nagged my dad for my own shortwave radio and slung up a longwire antenna in the loft. I was an
avid SWL from this point until the age of around 13. My radio also had SSB support, so I stumbled on to the
amateur bands and this really piqued my interest. These weren’t the large scale commercial SW stations I’d
been listening to, they were just regular people, who had setup their own equipment at home. I spent a long
time just listening to these hams, especially on 80m on the various nets.

I looked into getting my license at this point, but the Morse code requirement put me off. I was an early
teenager and football, skateboarding and girls were starting to take over. Fast forward to me at age 28, slightly
bored while living in a London flat, with my wife spending a lot of time in the laboratory studying for her PhD, I
remembered amateur radio and wondered what the license requirements were? They turned out to have
ditched the Morse requirement, so I thought I’d get my foundation license (2012). I quickly progressed after
that, getting all three licenses done within the year and the rest is history!

Club Calls (1.8MHz AFS) Contest

Thanks to James for the use of his antenna, A.T.U. (I was most impressed with the little black box, I have the
same model but have never taken it out of the box!) and transceiver, those erecting the antenna on Saturday
and also with trial set-up on Wednesday, all-in-all a great team effort.

The event was well attended with a respectable result of 87 QSO’s overall, it just goes to show that Ashley
Green is a good HF QTH.

Angie and I provided tea, coffee and biscuits, it was the least we could do.

Hopefully next year we may be able to use the area at the back of the village hall to mount an antenna.

Well done to the team, I understand they came 3rd.

Bryan M0IHY
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“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1

I sat and wondered about satellite working and came across an advert by Martin Lynch for a pair of antenna’s
for such an operation, then I checked the price - around £650, way too much, so I scoured the Internet and
came across this.

Credit: Courtesy ON6WG/F5VIF

For the enthusiastic listeners or the licensed amateur station wishing to experiment with satellite transmissions
without investing a large sum of money in rotators and tracking systems, here is a very competitive antenna. It
will appeal to those with no space for large arrays, or for those who simply wish to experiment with circular
polarization for terrestrial transmissions.

Introduction

This antenna was conceived mainly for high-speed digital transmission via satellite. Another reason was the
need for a compact system due to the local environment of my station (mountainous region with high hills and
obstacles too close to my station, no space to safely place rotative YAGI antennas). If the horizon is
unreachable for RF signals , that leaves only the sky above us. To use the high-speed digital satellites, the
level of signal reaching the TNC must be high enough to correctly decode the packets. For example, I mainly
use an AEA/PK-96 TNC which requires at least 200 millivolts p-p at the input. To have this level when
receiving 9600 Bd packets, there must be at least an S-3 showing on the S-Meter of my receiver.

Design

The antenna is made of two full waves loops , mounted at right angles to each other. Then coupled together,
90 degrees out of phase over a horizontal circular reflector. With this configuration the antenna is omni
directional and circularly polarized. Changing the feeder connection from one loop to the other loop will
effectively change the polarization between RHCP and LHCP. The reflector gives a noticeable ‘ gain ‘ as we
will see later. Thus this design can be especially good for low earth orbiting satellites (LEO). ISS and PcSATS
being good examples. It is in fact an improved design of the ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna. N.B. We will discuss vertical
and horizontal field patterns for « Turnstile » versus « Eggbeater » later in this article. At the horizon the
polarization is linear and horizontal. As the elevation increases, the polarization becomes more circular,
proportional to that increase in elevation.
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Design and calculation

At VHF frequencies and above, the relation between the diameter of the loop and the diameter of the wire (or
tube) that makes the loop, is quite small. The length of the circumference of the loop must be increased in
relation to it’s wavelength. It is also dependent of the kind of material used .

To build a VHF loop, 4% needs to be added to it’s original length. A UHF loop will require 10% added to the
original total length.

Each of the two loops forming the antenna has an impedance of 100 ohms, and when coupled in parallel, they
offer an ideal 50 ohms impedance. We will use the properties of a quarter wavelength coax line to achieve a
90 degree phase difference between the two loops in order to obtain circular polarization.

As the design is a derivative of the ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna ( dipoles being replaced by loops ), we will use a
similar ground reflector. The dimensions of which will be equal to those used for ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna except
for the distance between the loops and the reflector. The ‘ Eggbeater ‘ being spherical in shape, the reflector
will be of circular design and made of at least 8 quarter wavelength radials. Distance between loops and
reflector : 1/8 wavelength (best result issued by « 4nec2 »).

The antenna design software ‘ 4nec2 ‘ ( outstanding !) was used to optimize and produce field patterns for the
diagrams illustrating this article .

Note: Increasing the space between loops and reflector will result in a lower gain and a lower angle radiation
pattern.

VHF Eggbeater Calculation: - - Copper 2-mm diam. (0.08 in) was used for preliminary test

- Flat aluminium rod 10-mm size (0.4 in) was used in the prototype.

Calculation of the loop length: The formula is 1005 / F (MHz) which gives :

1005 / 145 = 6.93 feet ( or 211,26 cm.)

For safety, as the bandwidth of the antenna is quite wide, we can round the result up to 7 feet and fine-tuning the antenna
during the test ( shortening is easier then lengthening ).

Phasing line: RG62 A/U quarter wavelength coaxial cable – impedance 93 ohms – VF = 0.86

Phasing line calculation: The formula is : 246 x coax. velocity factor / F(in MHz)

(246 x 0.86 (VF) / 145) = 1.46 ft (or 44.5 cm).

UHF Eggbeater Calculation: - Copper wire 2-mm diam. (0.08 in) was used for preliminary test.

- Brass tube 4-mm diam. (0.16 in) was used in the prototype.

Calculation of the loop length: 1005 / F (in MHz) 1005 / 435 = 2.31 feet ( or 70.4 cm. )

For safety, as told above, we can round the result up to 2.35 feet and fine-tuning it during the test.

Phasing line: RG62 A/U quarter wavelength coaxial cable – impedance 93 ohms – VF = 0.86

Phasing line calculation: The formula is : 246 x coax. velocity factor / F(in MHz)

(246 x 0.86 (VF) / 435) = 0.486 ft (or 14.8 cm

“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1
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Field Pattern diagram

The diagram below shows the field pattern of an ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna over a perfect ground reflector.

Fig 1 ‘Eggbeater’ over a perfect ground reflector (spacing is 1/8 wavelength)

The next field pattern shows the ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna over an average ground reflector (soil). A dramatic
change in the field pattern appears due to the poor reflecting properties of the ground. As a matter of fact, the
first case favours high and very high radiation angles ( from 30 to 90 deg.). The second case favours low
radiation angles. This was confirmed at the time of the prototype test ( See ‘ Practical tests and results ‘
column).

Fig 2 ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna with 8 radials over an average ground. Height of the antenna : 5 m.
          On 70 cm with only 8 radials, the ground has still some effect on the field pattern

“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1
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In Fig 2, under a vertical angle of 25 deg. one can see clearly the increase of the gain which is passing from
3.76 dBi ( maximum value fig 1) to +/- 8 dBi (maximum value fig 2) as well as large losses over 30 deg.

To improve the field pattern of the antenna and to approach as much as possible to the Fig 1 diagram, the
reflector must be covered with a thin aluminium lattice ( the one used for mosquito screen is perfect ) or one
can use also an aluminium, or better, a copper disc.

The diagram below shows the radiation field pattern of the classical ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna. Fig 3 allow us to
compare ‘ Eggbeater ‘ versus ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna.

“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1

Fig 3 ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna over a perfect ground reflector.

‘ Eggbeater ‘ versus ‘ Turnstile ‘

a) A comparison between diagrams shows that the ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna favours rather high vertical angles (55
to 90°) while the ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna favours intermediate vertical angles ( 30 to 55°), straight over the
antennas (90°), there is a 2 dB difference in favour of the ‘ Turnstile ‘ antenna. But at a vertical angle of 40°
, there is a 2 dB difference in favour of the ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna.

b) The noise level produced by a loop antenna is well under the one produced by a dipole, rising favourably
the signal / noise ratio.

c) The gain of a loop is 1.25 dB over a dipole antenna.

One can come to the conclusion that performances of these two antennas are very close. For terrestrial
transmission, low vertical angles are used, so according to diagrams results, the ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna seems
to be the best compromise.

d) Practical construction of the ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna is more compact ( reflector to antenna distance is 1/8
wavelength in ‘ Eggbeater ‘ design versus a 1/4 wavelength (minimum distance) in ‘ Turnstile ‘ design.

A perfect match between antenna and feeder can be also easily reached on the ‘ Eggbeater ‘.
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Practical tests and
results

70 cm Band
:

430.0 432.0 435.0 436.0 437.0 438.0 440.0

SWR : 1.3 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3

2 M Band : 144 --- 146
SWR : 1.1

A SWR of 1.0 means that there was no deflection of the needle on the SWR
meter.

Receiving signals

Three satellites transmitting with distinct power were chosen for the
proposed test.

1) GO-32 Power 1 W / Turnstile antenna / Circular polarization.
9600 Bd digital transmission, freq. 435.225 MHz

2) LO-19 Power 400 mW / Turnstile antenna.
Cw telemetry signals, freq. 437.125 MHz

3) CUTE-1 Power 100 mW / ¼ wavelength monopole antenna / linear polarization
Cw telemetry signals, freq. 436.8375 MHz

Level of received signals : ( with a 20 dB. Pre-amplifier and TS-9500 as receiver)

“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1

Elevation 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

GO-32 S 0-1 S 1-2 S 2-3 S 3-4 S 4-5 S 5-6 S 7-8 S 8-9 S 9-9+20 S 9+40+

LO-19 S 1--> S 5-6 S 6-7 S 7-8 S 8-9 S 8-9 S 9 S 9 S 9+

CUTE-1 S 0 S 1 S 2 S 3 S 4 S 5 S 6 S 7 S 7

These measurements must be taken with circumspection as values are only correct for this configuration.
However, the beginner will have a good idea of the possibilities offered by this type of antenna, because very
frequently the ‘S-Meter’ is being the degree of reference of radioam’s mind.
These results are also confirming the field pattern of the antenna.

Signal computation

To know what kind of antenna we need to use to receive a fixed satellite, we can calculate its signal level
arriving on the receiving antenna.
This is being out of the outline of this entry, the reader will refer with great interest to ‘ Predicting signal levels
‘ chapter in the ‘ Satellite Experimenter’s Handbook ‘ ( Davidoff ) published by the ARRL ( Revised Edition ‘
The Radio Amateur’s Satellite Handbook’).

Practical building

Practical building is left to the individuals own imagination . PVC water pipes and sleeves used by plumbers
will provide a very convenient assembly system. Loops could well be attached to the side of a PVC sleeve
that is closed by a cap, thus making the whole system watertight. Coaxial cable should then be connected
inside the sleeve and the whole sleeve assembly can be fitted on to a length of PVC pipe, acting as a mast.
A ‘ T ‘ piece can be inserted at the middle or bottom to extract the coax feeder.
N.B. Be warned that some PVC pipes have very poor dielectric characteristic in VHF or UHF. In
this case, tuning of the antenna will not be possible e.g. high SWR, cannot find resonance etc...( it
was the case here for the UHF antenna). If this is the case, the loops must be mounted on a better
quality dielectric component.
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Practical building schematic

 Fig 4 Practical building

The ground reflector is not shown to avoid overloading the schematic. But it is normally made of 8 aluminium
radials connected to only one central point and obligatory covered with an aluminium lattice ( the type for
mosquito screen is perfect ). The reflector will be attached to central mast supporting the antenna itself.
Radials can be attached around the mast simply using a stainless steel clamp

Fig 5 ‘ UHF Eggbeater Antenna ‘

The VHF model can be strengthened by adding a vertical PVC pipe of around 1 cm diam. in the middle ( See
Fig 6 below ).

“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1
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Fig 6 ‘ VHF Eggbeater ‘

Terrestrial traffic

Tests conducted to listen to vertically polarized terrestrial stations have shown the superiority of the ‘
Eggbeater ‘ over a half-wave vertical antenna. The ‘ Mount Revard ‘ VHF repeater situated about 37 miles
away has a S-5 report on my 2m vertical half-wavelength antenna and a S-9 report on the ‘ Eggbeater ‘
antenna. The vertically polarized ‘ Beaujolais ‘ UHF phone repeater situated about 53 miles away to the north
cannot be used using a vertical collinear antenna, his signal is also S-5. With the UHF ‘ Eggbeater ‘ antenna,
his signal is over S-9 and it can be opened and used at any moment. Several other tests were also conducted
with horizontally polarized terrestrial stations. Results were also very good. As the antenna is circularly
polarized it is very easy to work vertically polarized stations as well as horizontally polarized stations without
any polarization change.

Right Hand Circular Polarization : schematic and connections

“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1
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Polarization interchange by switch or relay
( See details in the ‘ Eggbeater Antenna ‘ Part 2 ).

We can easily switch from RHCP to LHCP by connecting a manual coaxial switch or a coaxial
relay switch at C and D ( Fig 7 ).
But we have to know that, in general, when a received signal is inverted, the difference will not be
more than 30dB. Furthermore, except in some special cases, duration of inverted signals are often
short. So, having an antenna equipped with a polarization interchange system is not essential. It is
just an advantage.
Results shown in the table ‘ Level of received signals ‘ ( page 5 ) were taken using RHCP only.
It must be known also that the polarization of some satellite will appear inverted after their pass at
the zenith of their trajectory related to the receiving terrestrial station.
Explanation of these phenomenons can be found in the ‘ Satellite Experimenter Handbook ‘ or in the
new Davidoff’s edition ‘ The Satellite Handbook ‘ ( see « Bibliography and Appendix » rubric).

Conclusion

The antenna can still be improved.
The horizontal field pattern is not exactly circular, but very slightly elliptical. This is first due to the
feeding system that is unbalanced ( coaxial cable ) while the loops are balanced. To solve this
problem the use of a balanced phasing section for coupling the loops is necessary. A BALUN
would be also used to have a perfect balanced field pattern. Ferrite cores placed around coaxial line
could be used for this purpose.

Remark : The web page below contains an accurate “loop calculator” and relevant advice about
construction of loops for VHF and higher frequencies. The calculator is also a converter between feet and
meters or centimeters. To visit the page click on the blue link.

http://mysite.verizon.net/ka1fsb/loopcalc.html

“Eggbeater” Antenna VHF/UHF - Part 1
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“The night before Christmas”, Ham Radio-style

‘Twas the night before Christmas, when all through the town,
The snowstorm was raging, the phone lines were down;

The wind it did howl, the tree limbs did crack,
I hope that St. Nick isn’t forced to turn back.

The wife making cookies, the kids making noise,
While away in the shack, by my rig I was poised.
The finals were glowing, the mike gain was set,

I was chasing DX to see what I could get.

The bands were all empty, the frequencies clear,
Except one lone station that sounded quite near.

He was calling CQ and my interest did pique,
When he ended transmission with the words,

“Old St. Nick”.

I answered back quickly, I used great dispatch,
If this were St. Nicholas, good God, what a catch!

We exchanged information, it was really quite graphic,
Then he came back and said,

“I’ve emergency traffic!”

His reindeer were tired, his elves in a grump,
If he didn’t land soon, then his sleigh he would dump.

I thought very carefully, I thought very hard,
Then I gave him directions to my snow covered yard.

As he flew past my window, his hair like a mane,
He reined in his chargers and called them by name:

“Whoa, Anode! Whoa, Cathode! Whoa, Zener! Whoa, Diode!
Stop, Heater! Stop, Grid leak! Stop, Bias! Stop, Triode!

You’re flying too low! you’re flying too fast!
Look out, you dumb reindeer, his antenna mast!”

So into the backyard the reindeer did drop,
St. Nick, the elves, and the sleigh went kerplop!

Then at the back door, I heard this loud knocking,
“Open up in there, or I won’t fill your stocking!”

As I turned off the light and was leaving the shack,
Into the house Saint Nicholas came from the back—

His two-meter rig held to his hip with a strap,
“Hams do it in the shack” on the front of his cap.

The sack that he carried made his aged brow furrow,
And he handed me a card that read,

“QSL Via Bureau”.
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His clothes were all sooty, from his shoes to his vest;
I felt like a novice taking his test.

His fingers were calloused and from what I could tell,
This came from a straight key that I’ll bet he used well.

I offered him coffee, I offered him smokes,
I tried easing the tension by telling ham jokes.

Then he nodded his head and raised up his thumb,
He smiled like an Elmer, did I ever feel dumb.

He grabbed up his sack and went straight for the tree,
And placed in it a large present for me.

When he finished his work, he stood up, took a bow,
Then out the back door to his team he did plow.

But I heard him exclaim as he flew o’er the land,
“Beware the FCC, friend, we were both out of band!”

Merry Christmas from my house to yours!

Author - unknown, found on the Internet
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Software Defined Radio

A simple definition of Software Defined Radio

Software-Defined-Radio (SDR) is a radio communication system where components that have traditionally
been implemented in hardware (e.g. mixers, filters, amplifiers, modulators/demodulators, detectors, etc.) are
instead implemented by means of software on a personal computer, or embedded system.

While the concept of SDR is not new, the rapidly evolving capabilities of digital electronics render practical
many processes which were only theoretically possible.

The RSP1A is a popular entry-level receiver - it’s a powerful wideband full featured 14 bit SDR and perfect as
an all round general coverage communications receiver. 

My take on SDRPlay1a and SDRuno
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Software Defined Radio

So what do you need?

In its simplest form:

For the purposes of this demonstration I shall be using SDRuno, this can be downloaded from:

https://www.sdrplay.com/

The web site is very helpful and guides you through downloading and installation.

Simples...
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Software Defined Radio

When SDR Uno starts it fits as many panels as possible onto your monitor, we were running 1920 * 1080
which can accommodate the panels shown below.

The 4 panels of interest are:

MAIN (top left)
• This starts/stops the receiver, allows selection of workspaces (up to 10), controls the gain (it works back-

to-front), and several other things. Clicking on the green PLAY! button starts the receiver, this then
changes to a red STOP button.To stop the receiver, simply click the red STOP button.

RX CONTROL (top centre)
• This allows selection of VFO’s, Modes, FM Mode, CW, Filters, Noise Reduction and Blanking, Notches,

Squelch, Volume, AGC and a few others.
• You can change bands, change the invidual elements of the frequency with the mouse scroll wheel,

when changing bands please note the width of the waterfall is the bandwidth of our band plan for that
frequency.

AUX SP (top right)
• This window show what is at the red line in the MAIN SP window and allows the application of various

filters to ‘massage’ the signal.

MAIN SP (bottom right)
• This is where the ‘action’ is and allows you to select any signal on the waterfall.
• You can zoom into a signal, this is handy where you have 2 signals very close to each other, it allows

you to tune very accurately, what you select from the waterfall is also shown in the AUX SP panel.

As can be seen from above, this could also be used as a panadapter for any rig that doesn’t have one built in.
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Software Defined Radio

To set the frequency there are several methods, one is to press space bar, this clears the display to 1.000,
simply type in part (or all) of the frequency.

If you only type part of the frequency, pressing the “M” key completes the frequency, including the decimal
places.

And there you have it!

You can of course select a band by using the band buttons on the right, there are 3 set of frequencies to
choose from, simply click on the “Bands” button to reveal a drop-down list.
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Software Defined Radio

Selecting the any option (o the left, n this case I
chose the same as already there!) will change
the values on the buttons allowing for selection
of the new bands.

Selecting any of the band buttons (to the right)
causes the green light to indicate that band has
been selected, as you can see, the 20m band
has been selected.

When selecting a band from the buttons, the bandwidth of the waterfall is set to that of the appropriate
bandplan and the frequency is set to centre of the bandwidth, in our case 14.175MHz in the 20m band.

Adjusting the frequency can be done in a couple of ways, both using the mouse scroll wheel, simply place the
mouse over the frequency display in the RX CONTROL panel, or MAIN SP panel, and rotate the scroll wheel.
Changing the frequency in one panel is reflected in all panels. You can of course just click on a frequency
within the waterfall.

Whatever the frequency at the centre of the waterfall, it’s reflected in the AUX SP panel, the width of the AUX
SP panel frequency is governed by the “Filter” setting in the RX CONTROL panel, it’s here that you can set
your notches.

There are 4 notches NCH1-NCH4, these can be adjusted by clicking on the EXW button on the top left of the
RX CONTROL panel, this also lets you set AGC, noise blanking, noise reduction and other parameters.  For
notch filters 1 and 2 the frequencies can be quickly set “on the fly” as follows:

• Place the cursor in the Spectrum part of the AUX SP window (SP2); press and hold SHIFT key: a yellow
vertical line will be shown at the cursor position.

• Move the above line next to the signal you wish to suppress.

• Assign that frequency to Notch 1 by Left-Click or Notch 2 by Right-Click.

• Release the SHIFT key.

• For each enabled notch the relative frequency is marked in the spectrum by a dotted vertical line, light-
blue for Notch 1 and light-pink for Notch 2.
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Software Defined Radio

The EXW panel

Here you can see adjustments can be made to the 4 notches, AGC, Noise Blanking, Noise Reduction and
others.

The MAIN SP panel

Both the MAIN SP and AUX SP panels have a Zoom facility, they also have SP (Spectrum Display only), WF
(Waterfall only), SP+WF (default) and COMBO (MAIN SP only) where the waterfall is on top of the Spectrum
display and they merge together.
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Software Defined Radio

The AUX SP panel

Note the same display options (with the exception of the “COMBO” option) as the MAIN SP panel.

Here I will show you how to apply a filter and adjust it.

Apply the notch as described on page 20.

Note the dip at the blue dotted line, this is the notch.
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Software Defined Radio

The EX Control panel

By scrolling the mouse wheel over the BW and FREQ values you can change the width of the filter and its
position against the frequency, after adjusting the N1 notch to the values above you will see the change in the
picture below.

Note the change.

You can apply more than one notch to the frequency in the AUX panel, an excellent way of getting rid of
unwanted frequencies!

There is so much that SDRuno is capable of with the SDRPlay1a SDR, too much to describe here, why not
download the manual (URL below) and check it out.

Should you want to know more of what SDRPlay1a, or what any other SDRPlay product can do, see:
https://www.sdrplay.com

for further information.
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Contest Corner

December
VHF

Day Date (2021) Time UTC Contest Name

Wed 01 Dec 1900-2100 144MHz FT8 AC

Sun 05 Dec 1000-1400 144MHz AFS

Tue 07 Dec 1900-1955 144MHz FMAC

Tue 07 Dec 2000-2230 144MHz UKAC

Thu 09 Dec 2000-2230 50MHz UKAC

Tue 14 Dec 1900-1955 432MHz FMAC

Tue 14 Dec 2000-2230 432MHz UKAC

Thu 16 Dec 2000-2230 70MHz UKAC

Tue 21 Dec 2000-2230 1.3GHz UKAC

Sun 26 Dec 1400-1600 50MHz Christmas Contest

Mon 27 Dec 1400-1600 70MHz Christmas Contest

Tue 28 Dec 1400-1600 144MHz Christmas Contest

Wed 29 Dec 1400-1600 432MHz Christmas Contest

January
HF

Day Date (2021) Time UTC Contest Name

Sat 08 Jan 1300-1700 RSGB AFS 80m-40m Contests CW

Sun 16 Jan 1300-1700 RSGB AFS 80m-40m Contests Datamodes

Sat 22 Jan 1300-1700 RSGB AFS 80m-40m Contests Phone

VHF
Day Date (2021) Time UTC Contest Name

Tue 04 Jan 1900-1955 144MHz FMAC

Tue 04 Jan 2000-2230 144MHz UKAC

Wed 05 Jan 1900-2100 144MHz FT8 AC

Tue 11 Jan 1900-1955 432MHz FMAC

Tue 11 Jan 2000-2230 432MHz UKAC

Thu 13 Jan 2000-2230 50MHz UKAC

Tue 18 Jan 2000-2230 1.3GHz UKAC

Thu 20 Jan 2000-2230 70MHz UKAC

Tue 25 Jan 1930-2230 SHF UKAC
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'Air Miles', how far have we gone? / results

This month James is missing, hopefully he’ll be back with us for the year end, he’s still at the top of the leader
board though!.

So, how have we done this month?

CW rules the roost, FT8 is in 2nd place and SSB very close behind, 20m is yet again the favoured band

(Running totals in red)          General

Most Miles Most QSO's

G3ZNU 174,800 1,090,518 G3ZNU 67 934

G3XZG 76,074 788,868 G3XZG 36 508

M0JCQ 0 6,823,008 M0JCQ 2,832

Longest QSO Shortest QSO (miles)

G3ZNU L21RCA(11131) L21RCA(11131) G3ZNU G3MDG(13) G4WJS(7)

G3XZG W6KH(5433) VK4DX(10286) G3XZG GM0KET(384) G4UZE(8)

M0JCQ VK2LAW(16963) M0JCQ G3MEH(0)

Average per QSO (miles) Maidenhead Squares

G3ZNU 2,609 1,168 G3ZNU 67 638

G3XZG 2,113 1,553 G3XZG 36 450

M0JCQ 2,409 M0JCQ 1,956

QSO Economy Drive

High miles per Watt Low miles per Watt

G3ZNU 111.31(100) 73.16(100) G3ZNU 0.13(100) 0.07(100)

G3XZG 54.33(100) 102.86(100) G3XZG 3.84(100) 0.08(100)

M0JCQ 161.92(15) M0JCQ 4.10(100)

By Band

160m 30m 12m 2m

G3XZG 13 83

80m 20m 10m 70cm

G3ZNU 11 23 G3ZNU 29 64

G3XZG 10 190

M0JCQ 1,198

60m 17m 6m 23cm

G3XZG 9 31

G3ZNU 44

M0JCQ 601

40m 15m 4m

G3ZNU 19 30

G3XZG 4 4

M0JCQ 120
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'Air Miles', how far have we gone? / results

By Mode

By Country

CW FT8

G3ZNU 54 84 G3ZNU 12 751

G3XZG 36 508 M0JCQ 941

SSB
G3ZNU 1 97

M0JCQ 658

G3ZNU 25 94

G3XZG 16 70

M0JCQ 90

This month’s totals

Countries visited - 32

Most visited Country - United States - 22 times

Total Mileage - 250,874

Total QSO's - 103

Average miles per QSO - 2,435.67

Total locators visited - 87

Most visited locator - IO91 3 times
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'Air Miles', September at a glance

This month at a glance (accumulative)

FT8

12%
SSB

1%

CW

87%

By Mode

Band
80m 30m 20m 17m 15m 2m

Count

0

10

20

30

40

By Band

United States 22 Spain 2

Germany 10 Switzerland 2

Hungary 9 Argentina 1

England 6 Belarus 1

Poland 6 Belize 1

Russia 5 Brazil 1

Bulgaria 4 Cuba 1

Canada 4 Denmark 1

Ukraine 4 Greece 1

Serbia 3 Italy 1

Croatia 2 Latvia 1

Czech Republic 2 Lithuania 1

Estonia 2 Montenegro 1

Finland 2 Scotland 1

France 2 Sweden 1

Slovakia 2 Wales 1

QSO Countries

No pretty display this month, far too crowded requiring a magnifying glass to see the results!
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'Air Miles', bands by the month
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Any other business

Christmas get-together

In view of the restrictions I thought it best to repeat Jeremy’s email...

Morning all and the committee having been thinking about this in light of the new restrictions. 

Unless members want to cancel, we think we should still go ahead, but with a few tweaks. 

The hall is large enough so that we don't all have to cluster together and its all well ventilated. 

1. Please bring your own glass or mug. 
2. Please wear a mask on arrival. BECAUSE of the space and eating and drinking, we don't think it will be

necessary to keep it on unless you want to. 
3. If you have not had a booster jab, please take a lateral flow test at home before you come. Kits can be

got from the govdduk website. 
4. Please feel free to bring nibbles to eat and we will put them out on plates. 

The thinking is that with these precautions, we should be fine. 

73, Jeremy.

I’m not sure what Jeremy’s typing machine thought when he spoke of getting kits from the government website
(govdduk) but this is what I found:

   https://www.gov.uk/order-coronavirus-rapid-lateral-flow-tests


